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 . demo song :). cubase software, get creative music on the go.. cubase dongle … . Is this in.wav format? Can it be converted to.wav or do I have to find a dongle?I use Cubase 7 on a laptop and have a 64-bit Win 7 Home Premium x64 PC. Hello, Can anyone please help me I have a question about my guitar. I am using a mic in some occasions I need to use a different type of mic. This means when I
am using it with my amp, it is not as good as it is when I am using the microphone as a vocal mic. I am new to guitar so please bare with me. I have a Gibson Les Paul Standard when plugged into my amp it sounds much better and I am able to pick up the details of the guitar. If I plug into a good mic though this mic sounds better, I can't find an amp or any type of microphone or dongle that does this. I

also get the same thing with an ebow. If I use my mic to pick up the ebow it sounds good. If I use my mic to pick up the guitar it sounds much better. Is there a way to fix this or is it just something I need to learn to live with. I am very picky about sound and love to listen to my own music but this little quirk is frustrating. I have tried different types of microphones all with the same result. It really
would be nice to know if there is a fix for this. Thanks, Jam A:Getting good guitar sound on my new Behringer UCA202 This is the GA microphone clip i use in DAWs and it's been a good one for me. Unfortunately you have to check your gain settings in the DAW to get the best quality. I have been a cubase user for years and have tried plenty of dongle/emulation products. The best I have found is

an Avid Artist Machine with a Jackson Soloist 3330 running via usb. It is fairly expensive (around $350 US) but worth every penny! That said, If you are using a newer version of cubase (7 and later) the way to go is the Sonore emulated jack and dongle. I have one of those and it works great. I do not know if it is the same in this newer version as I do not own it 82157476af
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